### Sign Details:

**i.** All businesses are permitted Band Signs on each street facing facade. Businesses with no street frontage are allowed Band Signs on the facade with the primary entrance.

**ii.** Band Signs shall include only letters, background, Lighting, and an optional Logo. Information shall consist only of the name and/or Logo of the Business. Band Signs shall not list products, sales, or other promotional messages, or contact information.

**iii.** The following Band Sign Construction types are permitted:

1. **Flat Panel.** Letters shall be printed or etched on same surface as the background, that is then affixed to the wall and externally illuminated.

2. **Channel Letters.** Each letter shall have either 1.) its own internal Lighting element, individually attached to the wall or onto a separate background panel; or 2.) The raceway must be mounted to not be visible. For band signs that exceed 4 feet, sites cannot have a pylon or pole sign and monument signs are limited to 8 feet in height.

### Specifications:

- **Area:** 15% of tallest floor facade. (located on street facades)
- **Width:** 90% max. width of Facade
- **Height:** 90% of wall sign area. Over 4 feet, see iv.
- **Depth / Projection:** 7 in max.
- **Clearance:** 8 ft min.
- **Letter Height:** N/A

### Description:

Band Signs limited to 90% of the width of the Building Facade shall be permitted for each Building with a Commercial Use. Information shall consist only of the name and/or Logo of the Business.